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Numerate Futures is back!
The Contemporary Learning Hub is thrilled to announce the return of
Numerate Futures. The Numerate Futures Conference leads the way in
providing high quality professional development where leading educators in
numeracy, mathematics education and digital technologies converge to build
the capacity of educators to create numerate futures for our students.

Conference Highlights for 2019
• The Top 100 Keynote Presentations by author, comedian and self-confessed
maths geek Adam Spencer.
• Opportunities to learn from and with Professor Vince Geiger from ACU. Vince is
an internationally recognised researcher in Mathematics Education.
• Leading mathematics educators sharing effective research-informed pedagogies
that you can use to lift numeracy outcomes in your school context.
• Innovative educators sharing how you can use digital tools and pedagogies to
allow students to explore mathematical concepts in new ways.
• Engaging workshops on how you can use the texts
and tools students care about to make learning
interactive, engaging and challenging in your
classroom.
• An Interactive Conference Hall featuring trade
displays from traders from across Australia.
Explore, play, wonder and learn with the resources,
tools and devices you can use to make learning
awesome.
• A free copy of Adam Spencer’s latest book The
Top 100 for every participant to take back and use
in their classroom.
• Competitions, prize draws and giveaways from our
traders and sponsors.

Numerate Futures Leadership Summit
Friday 22nd March 2019
Our Pre-Conference event takes the form of the Numerate
Futures Leadership Summit. This Summit is designed to
provide school-based Numeracy leaders with the opportunity
to learn, explore, connect and collaborate with peers from
throughout the state.
We are pleased to announce that our Keynote address for
this Summit will be made by highly respected Numeracy
leader Professor Vince Geiger. Vince Geiger is an Professor
in the Institute for Learning Sciences & Teacher Education,
Faculty of Education and Arts and an internationally
recognised researcher in mathematics education.
This Summit also feature sessions with highly respected
numeracy educators Rhonda Horne and Rob Proffitt-White.
Both are recognised at both a statewide and national level
for their outstanding contributions to mathematics
education. In addition to this, participants will have
opportunities to see examples of how digital technologies
can be leveraged to support students to engage in problem
solving and mathematical thinking.
For further information about the Summit,
please refer to pages 18 and 19 of this program
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NUMERATE FUTURES HIGHLIGHTED SPEAKERS
PROFESSOR VINCE GEIGER
Australian Catholic University

Vince Geiger is an Professor in the Institute for Learning Sciences & Teacher
Education, Faculty of Education and Arts and an internationally recognised
researcher in mathematics education.
Vince joined ACU in 2005 after a successful 22 year career as a secondary
school teacher of mathematics and science. Over that time he held national
positions such as President of the Australian Association of Mathematics
Teachers and Chair of the National Education Forum. It was in these roles
that he first became aware that the big problems in mathematics education
required thorough research. He subsequently enrolled in a PhD at The
University of Queensland, a qualification he completed in 2009.
Vince’s research focuses on the teaching and learning of mathematics and
its applications, with a particular focus on the use of digital tools as
enablers of mathematical understanding. To date, his research has attracted
in excess of $1 million in external funding, including an ARC Discovery Grant
(2012-2014) and, most recently, an ARC Discovery Early Career Researcher
Award (2015-2017) for research aimed at enhancing teachers’ numeracy
practices and improving students’ numeracy capabilities. Vince works on
these projects in the Mathematics Futures for All research work in ILSTE.
His work is driven by awareness that the capacity to know and use
mathematics confidently is important for an individual’s career prospects
and their empowerment as informed citizens. This awareness has inspired
over 80 research publications.
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NUMERATE FUTURES HIGHLIGHTED SPEAKERS
ADAM SPENCER
Australia’s most loved Maths Geek

Adam Spencer has been a breakfast radio announcer on Triple J and ABC
Sydney, television personality on everything from comedies Good News Week
and The Glasshouse to weekly sports wrap the Back Page and is a member of
the Sleek Geeks Science Team with Dr Karl Kruszelnicki.
A lifelong numbers nerd Adam flitted with a law degree and a PhD in pure
maths before winning, of all things, a stand up comedy competition run by
Triple J radio entitled "raw comedy". This national search for as yet
undiscovered talent continues today but as Adam explains "I entered in its very
first year - the standard was appalling - so I went really well".
Through this Adam met the good people at Triple J and within a couple of years
was hosting the breakfast radio show with his good friend Wil Anderson. After 6
years Adam and Wil called it a day. But a year later Adam was back on the
grown up ABC Sydney radio station 702 where for 8 years he set ratings records
and maintained second place in Australia's largest and most competitive
market.

“The things Adam writes
about should be taught in
every school worldwide.”
– Malcolm Gladwell

In December 2013 he called an end to 8 years of news, traffic, weather and
chess results on what was without doubt the geekiest radio show Sydney had
seen in a very long time, if ever. Adam has complemented his radio career with
numerous television roles hosting everything form the national science how
Quantum to poker championships, to appearing on the weekly sports review
The Back Page and ABC news and current affairs wrap The Drum. His Sleek
Geeks Science Comedy show with Dr Karl Kruszelnicki was a particular favourite
of the public. His two daughters love him but wish he wouldn't turn every
conversation into an exploration of mathematics. And did you know, two is the
only even prime number ...
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NUMERATE FUTURES CONFERENCE PROGRAM - SATURDAY 23rd MARCH 2019
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NUMERATE FUTURES SESSION 1 OPTIONS

MAIN CONFERENCE DAY - SATURDAY 23rd MARCH 2019 - 9:00am - 10:00am

NUMERACY TASKS THAT COUNT
PROFESSOR VINCE GEIGER - ACU

The Contemporary Learning Hub is thrilled to welcome Professor Vince
Geiger as one of our Keynote Speakers for the 2019 Numerate Futures
Conference. Vince is an internationally recognised researcher in
mathematics education.
Join Vince for this session where he'll share his current work around
the design of tasks for numeracy across the curriculum and on
mathematically modelling tasks in mathematics.

THE TOP 100
ADAM SPENCER

Our team is thrilled to announce that author, comedian and selfconfessed maths geek Adam Spencer is back! Join Adam as he takes
us on a tour of some of his Top 100 Maths Challenges and reignites
our passion for everything weird, wacky and wonderful about
numbers. Discover how to fuel a love of mathematics in your
students, grab a copy of Adam’s new Top 100 book and get to meet
one of Australia’s most loved mathematicians.
Adam will be presenting a second Top 100 session directly after this
one. Choose to attend both or select either to make the most of our
other presenters and sessions.
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NUMERATE FUTURES SESSION 2 OPTIONS

MAIN CONFERENCE DAY - SATURDAY 23rd MARCH - 10:10am - 11:00am

THE TOP 100 CHALLENGE
ADAM SPENCER
Take Adam Spencer’s Top 100
Challenge. In this session, Adam will
challenge you with some of his
trickier problems from his Top 100
book. Discover how you can use
the puzzles and problems with your
students.
Do you have what it takes to solve
the problems set by Australia’s most
loved Maths Geek?

REGGIO-INSPIRED MATHS IN THE EARLY YEARS

KELLY AYRES - EARLY YEARS EDUCATOR - MERIDAN STATE COLLEGE
Join our very own Reggio trained
educator Kelly Ayres as she shares what
maths activities and experiences look like
when planned with a Reggio Emilia
approach.
See how project work and innovative
practice allow students to engage with
their world and take the lead in their
learning.

FLUENCY WITH NUMBER FACTS:
RESPONDING TO THE AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM : MATHEMATICS
PETER CARMICHAEL, CHRISTINE O’TOOLE AND JENNY SIMPSON - NORTH COAST REGION
Join us for this session where Peter, Jenny and Christine present the findings of a recent and local action research project that investigated the effect of
an enriched program of number study targeting basic number fact recall upon students’ computational fluency. The research raises critical questions for
schools as they strive to meet the expectations of the curriculum and deliver quality teaching and learning opportunities in the formative years.
What does the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics intend when it uses the term ‘recall’?
What does quality number facts teaching and learning look like?
How does consistency in pedagogical approach, language and expectation impact on student learning?
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NUMERATE FUTURES SESSION 2 OPTIONS
MAIN CONFERENCE DAY - SATURDAY 23rd MARCH - 10:10am - 11:00am

MATHEMATICAL MINDSETS
ALLISON BYE - HEAD OF CURRICULUM - MERIDAN STATE COLLEGE
Drawing on the work of Carol Dweck and Jo Boaler, our Head of
Curriculum Allison Bye has been working with teachers and
students to shift from fixed to growth mindsets. Join Allison as she
unpacks ideas and strategies for introducing growth mindsets to
students.
This powerful message shared in this session will be suitable for
educators working in P-12 contexts.

A WHOLE NEW BALL GAME
PETER ABT - P-6 TECHNOLOGY COACH
BURNSIDE STATE SCHOOL
Join P-6 Digital Technology Coach and Certified Sphero Hero Peter Abt
for this session where he’ll share examples of how the Sphero spherical
robot can be used to engage students in a range of mathematical
thinking and problem solving.
Peter will explore the visual and auditory features of Sphero BOLT and
will provide participants with the opportunity to have a go at trialling
some activities from the Sphero Maths Playground. Participants will
also learn about the Sphero Edu community.

MESSY SPACE PROBLEM SOLVING
CHELSEA AMOS - MATHS EDUCATOR - MERIDAN STATE COLLEGE
This session will provide an introduction to the Messy Space Problem
Solving strategy that can be used across P-12 learning contexts.
Chelsea will unpack the strategy and the theory behind
it and will share what it looks like in Primary and Secondary learning
contexts. She will also share how you can use the strategy across a
range of different key learning areas.
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NUMERATE FUTURES SESSION 3 OPTIONS

MAIN CONFERENCE DAY - SATURDAY 23rd MARCH - 11:45am - 12:25pm

LEADING A CHANGING MATHEMATICS CULTURE IN QLD SCHOOLS
RHONDA HORNE - PRINCIPAL EDUCATION OFFICER - DOE
In learning mathematics, it is critical that schools shape their culture to
meet the needs of the 21st century learner. Inspiring and supporting all
students to become confident, creative users and communicators of
mathematics is our aim.
Rhonda has extensive state, national and international experience in
leading curriculum change in mathematics. She has been an advocate
for re-igniting the passion for teaching and learning mathematics in
Queensland schools.

In this session, Rhonda will draw on her experience to identify ways
that have proved to be effective in engaging and positioning students
for success with school mathematics.

CRAFTING MATHEMATICAL THINKING WITH MINECRAFT
ADRIAN GREIG - HEAD OF INNOVATION - MALENY STATE SCHOOL
With Minecraft Education Edition now available to all
schools, we have a fantastic open-ended canvas to use
to engage students in mathematical thinking and
problem solving. Come along to this session to
develop an understanding of what’s possible and to see
examples of how students at Maleny State School have
been crafting as they apply their understanding of a
range of maths concepts.

VISIBLE LEARNING IN GEOMETRY IN YEARS 4 - 8
PETER CARMICHAEL - PRINCIPAL ADVISOR : AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM
NORTH COAST REGION
A practical, hands-on session that showcases practical, adaptable tasks
suited for teaching Geometry in the middle years. Guaranteed to build
your own geometric knowledge and give you an edge in the classroom.

A WHOLE NEW BALL GAME
PETER ABT - P-6 TECHNOLOGY COACH
BURNSIDE STATE SCHOOL
Join P-6 Digital Technology Coach and Certified
Sphero Hero Peter Abt for this session where
he’ll share examples of how the Sphero spherical
robot can be used to engage students in a range
of mathematical thinking and problem solving.
Peter will explore the visual and auditory
features of Sphero BOLT and will provide
participants with the opportunity to have a go at
trialling some activities from the Sphero Maths
Playground. Participants will also learn about
the Sphero Edu community.
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NUMERATE FUTURES SESSION 3 OPTIONS

MAIN CONFERENCE DAY - SATURDAY 23rd MARCH - 11:45am - 12:25pm

STEPPING UP IN MATHS

MESSY SPACE PROBLEM SOLVING

JULIE ELDER AND SARAH LEWIS - PLT NUMERACY - MERIDAN SC

CHELSEA AMOS - MATHS EDUCATOR - MERIDAN STATE COLLEGE

Through a mixture of theory and hands on activities, in this workshop
you will learn how to turn a simple learning goal or target into
learning progressions that will step out what the kids need to know
and do to reach the target and move beyond.

This session will provide an introduction to the Messy Space Problem
Solving strategy that can be used across P-12 learning contexts.
Chelsea will unpack the strategy and the theory behind
it and will share what it looks like in Primary and Secondary learning
contexts. She will also share how you can use the strategy across a
range of different key learning areas.

We will explore how you can use
learning progressions to find entry
data, track student learning and
differentiate activities to target the
specific needs of students. Learn how
to get students involved in tracking
their learning and celebrating their
progress.

NUMBER LINES - WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH A PIECE OF STRING!
ANN SUTHERS - EXECUTIVE COACH - BRISBANE SMALL SCHOOLS CLUSTER
Join Ann for this session where you’ll
unpack where number lines are in the
curriculum. Explore how to use number
lines as a benchmarking tool and for formative
assessment. Discover a range of differentiated
hands-on activities with number lines that you
can use with students.

TAKING MATHS DIGITAL

ANDY MANTTAN AND LUKE O’SULLIVAN
SECONDARY MATHS TEAM - MERIDAN SC
In this session, Andy and Luke will take you step by step through how
they leverage a range of digital tools to support, challenge and
engage students in their Secondary Maths classes. Participants will
be taken through the learning sequence of a typical maths class and
will explore how a range of creative and dynamic digital tools are
used including Plickers, Mentimeter, Kahoot and Nearpod.
This session will share the work being done in our Secondary
contexts, however the tools shared also are suitable for use in Upper
Primary contexts.
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NUMERATE FUTURES SESSION 3 OPTIONS

MAIN CONFERENCE DAY - SATURDAY 23rd MARCH - 11:45am - 12:25pm

POWER UP YOUR MATHS PROGRAM IN THE EARLY YEARS

THE FLEXIBLE MATHS CLASSROOM

SALLY GOWER - EARLY YEARS TEACHER - MERIDAN STATE COLLEGE

KERRI NORMAN & MANDEE PATERSON -

From apps to drones, there are so
many tools you can use with your
P-2 learners to enable them to play,
wonder and learn as they explore
and apply their understanding of
maths concepts.

Come along to this session in our Year 5 classrooms to discover how
they have been transformed into dynamic, flexible learning spaces.

In this session, you’ll join our
amazing Prep / 1 teacher Sally
Gower in her classroom and after a
short presentation will be able to
play, wonder and learn with a range
of tried and tested learning activities
and digital devices.

Take a seat in one of the different learning areas and discover how
they are used to support student engagement and differentiation.
Learn how the space is used during maths activities and explore some
of the different activities and pedagogies that are used in each area.

DIFFERENTIATION WITH MATHSEEDS
ANDREW THORPE AND TRISH DURHAM - 3P LEARNING
Come along to this demonstration with the team from 3P Learning to
discover how you can differentiate learning with Mathseeds.
Mathseeds teaches kids aged 3 - 9 the core maths and problem solving
skills needed to be successful at school with fun, highly interactive and
rewarding lessons.
Mathseeds combines highly
structured lessons with fun
motivational elements that keep
children engaged and keen to
learn.
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NUMERATE FUTURES SESSION 4 OPTIONS

MAIN CONFERENCE DAY - SATURDAY 23rd MARCH - 12:30pm - 1:15pm

DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE NUMERACY TASKS

STEPPING UP IN MATHS

PROFESSOR VINCE GEIGER - ACU

JULIE ELDER AND SARAH LEWIS – PLT NUMERACY MERIDAN SC

In this session, Vince
will encourage
schools to strive for
a greater balance in
the assessment
types they use in
maths.

Through a mixture of theory and hands on activities, in this workshop you
will learn how to turn a simple learning goal or target into learning
progressions that will step out what the kids need to know and do to
reach the target and move beyond.

He will explore a range of different task types that reflect the intent
of the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics and will share how they
can be used effectively for making judgements against each
Achievement Standard. A key focus of this session will be on
designing tasks that embed problem-solving and reasoning.

DEEP LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR YEARS 4 - 9
ROB PROFFITT-WHITE HOD MATHEMATICS, NUMERACY & DEEP LEARNING
Retention, reactivation, recalling, relevance, reteaching are all common
words to Year 4 to 10 teachers today. So what are Cluster schools
doing differently to give their students and teachers the competitive
edge in terms of outcomes and capacity.
This session will share the What , When, Why and How of improving
student disposition and where to find our award winning resources.

We will explore how you can use learning
progressions to find entry data, track
student learning and differentiate activities
to target the specific needs of students.
Learn how to get students involved in
tracking their learning and celebrating their
progress.

TAKING MATHS DIGITAL
ANDY MANTTAN AND LUKE O’SULLIVAN - MATHS TEAM - MERIDAN SC
In this session, Andy and Luke will take you step by step through how they
leverage a range of digital tools to support, challenge and engage students
in their Secondary Maths classes. Participants will be taken through the
learning sequence of a typical maths class and will explore how a range of
creative and dynamic digital tools are used including Plickers, Mentimeter,
Kahoot and Nearpod.
This session will share the work being done in our Secondary contexts,
however the tools shared also are suitable for use in Upper Primary
contexts.
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NUMERATE FUTURES SESSION 4 OPTIONS
MAIN CONFERENCE DAY - SATURDAY 23rd MARCH - 12:30pm - 1:15pm

POWER UP YOUR MATHS PROGRAM IN THE EARLY YEARS

THE FLEXIBLE MATHS CLASSROOM

SALLY GOWER - EARLY YEARS TEACHER - MERIDAN STATE COLLEGE

KERRI NORMAN & MANDEE PATERSON - PRIMARY EDUCATORS - MSC

From apps to drones, there are so
many tools you can use with your
P-2 learners to enable them to play,
wonder and learn as they explore
and apply their understanding of
maths concepts.
In this session, you’ll join our
amazing Prep / 1 teacher Sally
Gower in her classroom and after a
short presentation will be able to
play, wonder and learn with a range
of tried and tested learning activities
and digital devices.

Come along to this session in our Year 5 classrooms to discover how
they have been transformed into dynamic, flexible learning spaces.
Take a seat in one of the different learning areas and discover how they
are used to support student engagement and differentiation. Learn
how the space is used during maths activities and explore some of the
different activities and pedagogies that are used in each area.

THE NEW LOOK MATHLETICS PLATFORM FOR TEACHERS & STUDENTS
ANDREW THORPE AND TRISH DURHAM - 3P LEARNING TEAM

TI-NSPIRE IN THE MATHEMATICAL METHODS CLASSROOM
MELISSA HOURIGAN - SECONDARY MATHS TEACHER - MURRUMBA SSC
Join Melissa Hourigan from Murrumba State Secondary College for this
practical session where she’ll demonstrate how you can effectively use
the TI-Nspire Texas Instruments Calculator in the Mathematical
Methods classroom. Melissa is a leader in using digital technologies
within Secondary Maths contexts. She is also a T3 National Trainer in
the Texas Instruments – Teachers Teaching with Technology program.

Come along to this
demonstration with the 3P
Learning team to discover the
new look Mathletics platform.
Mathletics is
the comprehensive
online maths tool,
powering teaching and
learning across Australia.
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NUMERATE FUTURES SESSION 4 OPTIONS

MAIN CONFERENCE DAY - SATURDAY 23rd MARCH - 12:30pm - 1:15pm

A WHOLE NEW BALL GAME
PETER ABT - P-6 TECHNOLOGY COACH
BURNSIDE STATE SCHOOL
Join P-6 Digital Technology Coach and Certified
Sphero Hero Peter Abt for this session where
he’ll share examples of how the Sphero spherical
robot can be used to engage students in a range
of mathematical thinking and problem solving.
Peter will explore the visual and auditory
features of Sphero BOLT and will provide
participants with the opportunity to have a go at
trialling some activities from the Sphero Maths
Playground. Participants will also learn about
the Sphero Edu community.

GET THE FACTS
JENNY SIMPSON
PRINCIPAL ADVISOR : AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM
NORTH COAST REGION
Come along to this practical, hands-on
session where you’ll get the facts from
Jenny Simpson, one of the North Coast
Region team involved in the Number
Facts Research Project.
Discover what quality number facts
teaching and learning looks like. Get
hands-on as you explore a range of
activities and strategies you can use in
your own classroom to improve student
outcomes.

NUMBER LINES - WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH A PIECE OF STRING!
ANN SUTHERS - EXECUTIVE COACH - BRISBANE SMALL SCHOOLS CLUSTER
Join Ann for this session where you’ll
unpack where number lines are in the
curriculum. Explore how to use number
lines as a benchmarking tool and for formative
assessment. Discover a range of differentiated
hands-on activities with number lines that you
can use with students.
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NUMERATE FUTURES SESSION 5 OPTIONS

MAIN CONFERENCE DAY - SATURDAY 23rd MARCH - 2:00pm - 2:45pm

DEEP LEARNING ACTIVITIES FOR YEARS 4 - 10
ROB PROFFITT-WHITE – HOD MATHEMATICS & NUMERACY
Retention, reactivation, recalling, relevance, reteaching are all common
words to Year 4 to 10 teachers today. So what are Cluster schools doing
differently to give their students and teachers the competitive edge in
terms of outcomes and capacity.
This session will share the What , When, Why and How of improving
student disposition and where to find our award winning resources.

TRANSFERRING DIAGNOSTIC DATA IN MATHEMATICS TO
CLASSROOM PRACTICE IN P-6

FLIPPED LEARNING
SECONDARY MATHS TEAM - MERIDAN STATE COLLEGE
This session follows on from the Taking Maths Digital sessions offered
earlier in the day. In this session, participants will build on the
knowledge gained in those sessions and will explore further how to flip
learning.
Participants will rotate through a
number of hands-on activities and
demonstrations where they will be
learning how to use a lightboard, do
screen captures and use a document
camera.

RACHEL PELLING - PRINCIPAL ADVISOR : AUST CURRICULUM
NORTH COAST REGION
This workshop highlights how to maximise student learning through
analysis and application of diagnostic mathematics data (Show Me
Papers or NCR Diagnostics) to teaching and learning.
Participants will have the opportunity to:
• Identify common misconceptions demonstrated in student responses
• Select interconnected activities to alleviate content overload and
address highlighted student misconceptions.
• Examine differentiation opportunities and how these opportunities
can be applied to everyday classroom practice.
• Embed the right routines to align data-driven teaching, curriculum
and pedagogy.

CRAFTING MATHEMATICAL THINKING WITH MINECRAFT
ADRIAN GREIG - HEAD OF INNOVATION - MALENY STATE SCHOOL
With Minecraft Education Edition now available to all schools, we
have a fantastic open-ended canvas to use to engage students in
mathematical thinking and problem solving.
Come along to this session to develop an understanding of what’s
possible and to see examples of how students at Maleny State School
have been crafting as they apply their understanding of a range of
maths concepts.
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NUMERATE FUTURES SESSION 5 OPTIONS
MAIN CONFERENCE DAY - SATURDAY 23rd MARCH - 2:00 - 2:45pm

POWER UP YOUR MATHS PROGRAM IN THE EARLY YEARS

THE FLEXIBLE MATHS CLASSROOM

SALLY GOWER - EARLY YEARS TEACHER - MERIDAN STATE COLLEGE

KERRI NORMAN & MANDEE PATERSON -

From apps to drones, there are so
many tools you can use with your
P-2 learners to enable them to play,
wonder and learn as they explore
and apply their understanding of
maths concepts.

Come along to this session in our Year 5 classrooms to discover how
they have been transformed into dynamic, flexible learning spaces.
Take a seat in one of the different learning areas and discover how
they are used to support student engagement and differentiation.

In this session, you’ll join our
amazing Prep / 1 teacher Sally
Gower in her classroom and after a
short presentation will be able to
play, wonder and learn with a range
of tried and tested learning activities
and digital devices.

TI-NSPIRE IN THE JUNIOR MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM
MELISSA HOURIGAN - SECONDARY MATHS TEACHER - MURRUMBA SSC
Join Melissa Hourigan from Murrumba State Secondary College for this
practical session where she’ll demonstrate how you can effectively use
the TI-Nspire Texas Instruments Calculator in the Junior Mathematics
classroom.

Learn how the space is used during maths activities and explore some
of the different activities and pedagogies that are used in each area.

HOW TO USE REPORTS IN MATHSEEDS AND MATHLETICS TO
INFORM YOUR TEACHING
ANDREW THORPE AND TRISH DURHAM - 3P LEARNING TEAM
Join the 3P Learning Team for this
demonstration where they’ll show
you how to access and use the
reports in the Mathseeds and
Mathletics platforms to inform your
teaching.

Melissa is a leader in using digital technologies within Secondary Maths
contexts. She is also a T3 National Trainer in the Texas Instruments Teachers Teaching with Technology program.
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NUMERATE FUTURES SESSION 5 OPTIONS

MAIN CONFERENCE DAY - SATURDAY 23rd MARCH - 2:00pm - 2:45pm

MATHEMATICAL TASKS FOR DEEP LEARNING

A WHOLE NEW BALL GAME

ANN SUTHERS - EXECUTIVE COACH
BRISBANE CITY SMALL SCHOOLS CLUSTER

PETER ABT - P-6 TECHNOLOGY COACH
BURNSIDE STATE SCHOOL

This hands on session will focus on using and creating good maths
questions and tasks. It will look at the research of Hattie, Fisher, Frey and
Sharratt and will explore how you can approach the design of tasks that
promote deep learning that is connected to surface learning.

Join P-6 Digital Technology Coach and Certified
Sphero Hero Peter Abt for this session where
he’ll share examples of how the Sphero spherical
robot can be used to engage students in a range
of mathematical thinking and problem solving.

GET THE FACTS
JENNY SIMPSON - PRINCIPAL ADVISOR : AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM
NORTH COAST REGION

Peter will explore the visual and auditory
features of Sphero BOLT and will provide
participants with the opportunity to have a go at
trialling some activities from the Sphero Maths
Playground. Participants will also learn about
the Sphero Edu community.
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Come along to this practical, hands-on
session where you’ll get the facts from
Jenny Simpson, one of the North Coast
Region team involved in the Number
Facts Research Project.
Discover what quality number facts
teaching and learning looks like.
Get hands-on as you explore a range of
activities and strategies you can use in
your own classroom to improve student
outcomes.
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NUMERATE FUTURES
LEADERSHIP SUMMIT PROGRAM

LEADERSHIP SUMMIT – FRIDAY 22nd MARCH 2019
CONTEMPORARY LEARNING HUB | MERIDAN STATE COLLEGE | SUNSHINE COAST

NUMERATE FUTURES

LEADERSHIP SUMMIT PROGRAM - FRIDAY 22nd MARCH 2019

TIME

SESSION OVERVIEW

8:15am

Registration, Tea, Coffee & Networking

9:00am

NUMERATE FUTURES LEADERSHIP SUMMIT WELCOME
DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE NUMERACY TASKS

9:20am

Professor Vince Geiger – Institute for Learning Sciences & Teacher Education – Australian Catholic University
In this session, Vince will encourage schools to strive for a greater balance in the assessment types they use in maths. He will explore a range of different task types that reflect the intent
of the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics and will share how they can be used effectively for making judgements against each Achievement Standard.
A key focus of this session will be on designing tasks that embed problem-solving and reasoning.

DIGITAL ADVENTURES IN MATHEMATICS

10:20am

Tracy Sleeman - Golden Beach State School
We are thrilled to have the ACCE 2018 Digital Technology Teacher of the Year Tracey Sleeman joining us for this session.
Tracey will unpack how she uses a range of different digital technologies at Golden Beach State School to engage students in mathematical thinking and problem solving.
10:45 am
11:30am

12:45pm
1:30pm

Morning Tea

DEVELOPING
EFFECTIVE
NUMERACY TASKS

LEADING A CHANGING
MATHEMATICS CULTURE
IN QLD SCHOOLS

Vince Geiger

Rhonda Horne

DEEP LEARNING ACTIVITIES
FOR JUNIOR SECONDARY

THE FLEXIBLE MATHS
CLASSROOM IN ACTION

LEARNING
PROGRESSIONS

Rob Proffitt-White

Kerri Norman &
Mandee Paterson

Julie Elder &
Sarah Lewis

Lunch by the Rainforest

WHAT WORKS - IMPROVING STUDENT OUTCOMES
We’re handing the floor over to leading schools and educators from throughout our region so that they can share their stories
about projects and strategies they are using to improve numeracy outcomes for students.

2:10pm

SOLVE THIS - SUMMIT CHALLENGE
Think you got what it takes to solve our Summit Challenge?
Don’t miss this final activity designed to test your mathematical thinking and problem solving skills.

2:30pm

LEADERSHIP SUMMIT CLOSE & COMPETITION PRIZE DRAWS

NUMERATE FUTURES LEADERSHIP SUMMIT BREAKOUT OPTIONS
FRIDAY 22nd MARCH - 11:30 - 12:45pm

COLLABORATIVELY DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE NUMERACY TASKS

LEADING A CHANGING MATHEMATICS CULTURE IN QLD SCHOOLS

PROFESSOR VINCE GEIGER - AUSTRALIAN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY

RHONDA HORNE - PRINCIPAL EDUCATION OFFICER - DOE

In this session, Professor Vince Geiger
will dive deeper into how you can
develop effective numeracy tasks.
Collaborate with other Numeracy
Leaders as you take on the challenge
of designing effective tasks that embed
problem-solving and reasoning.

MATHS IN THE MIDDLE
ROB PROFFITT-WHITE
HEAD OF DEPARTMENT - MATHEMATICS, NUMERACY & DEEP LEARNING
Join Rob Proffitt-White in our Secondary classrooms where he’ll model
the right words and actions that you can use with Year 5 to 9 students to
get them engaged and back on track in maths.

In learning mathematics, it is critical that schools shape their culture to
meet the needs of the 21st century learner. Inspiring and supporting all
students to become confident, creative users and communicators of
mathematics is our aim. Rhonda has extensive state, national and
international experience in leading curriculum change in mathematics.
She has been an advocate for re-igniting the passion for teaching and
learning mathematics in Queensland schools. In this session, Rhonda will
draw on her experience to identify ways that have proved to be effective
in engaging and positioning students for success with school mathematics.

THE FLEXIBLE MATHS CLASSROOM
KERRI NORMAN AND MANDEE PATERSON
PRIMARY EDUCATORS - MERIDAN STATE COLLEGE
See learning in action in our flexible learning spaces in Year 5. Discover
how innovative use of space and furniture is enabling our teachers to
engage, support and challenge learners in mathematical thinking.

LEARNING PROGRESSIONS
JULIE ELDER & SARAH LEWIS - PROFESSIONAL LEARNING TEAM : NUMERACY - MERIDAN STATE COLLEGE
In this session, our Primary Head of Curriculum Julie Elder will take you through how Learning Progressions are being used successfully in our P-6
classrooms. Julie will explore how you can use leaning progressions to find entry data, track student learning and differentiate activities to target the
specific needs of students. Learn how to get students involved in tracking their learning and celebrating their progress. After this is completed, you’ll enter
the classroom of one of our Highly Accomplished Teachers Sarah Lewis. You’ll see learning in action and how learning progressions are part of the day to
day experiences in her classroom.
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